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When it burst on the scene in late 2011 , the Occupy Wall Street movement presented itself as a

spontaneous erruption of popular anger by grass roolts representatives of the "99%" outraged by

the way the "1%" were rigging the American economy for their own advantage. But this claim was

secretly orchestrated by a long established netowrk of radical activists, among them operatives from

the notiroius organization ACORN, left wing philanthropists such as George Soros and socialist

public employees unions. In this startling expose of the origins and intentions of OWS, David

Horowitz and John Perazzo show that the movement is simply a new form of communism playing

the old communist shell game--the rvived fantasy of a world without money, classes, or government.

For a new generation of radicals who draw inspiration frolm Marxists and communits who came

before them, the OWS movement is an attack not against "unfairness," as it claims, but against

American society and an economic system that has been the envy of the world.
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Pulls no punches, knows his stuff, knows who's-who, knows what this is all about. OWS doesn't get

off the ground without state-run media ignoring the radical views of those pulling the strings.

I learned a lot from this booklet. I don't know why it still amazes me how far the left will go to achieve

their goals. It's truly pathetic.

Occupy Wall Street

Learn history.

Another short & to the pint book by David Horowitz & John Perazzo. Very good read outlining the

behind the scenes organizing, manipulation & direction of the Occupy group by who else? The Left.

It is something we need to have it compiled so we all ate aware of the situation. It needs to be more

known.

Once again the destroy from within mentality raises it's ugly head while the rest of us, too busy

making a living, remain unaware. This is a great short read of the behind the scene sponsorship and

true goals of the OWM. It was like traveling back to the late 60's and 70's when these same radical

types were destroying the universities and using the students to try and destroy the nation for their

own goals. It never ceases to amaze what goes on behind these movements, but it is even more

frightening to know that our president had ties to some of these groups in his not so distant past.

The name ACORN, in any of its forms, should set off alarm bells to the public whether it be voter

fraud, rigged elections, helping to destroy the banks through its loan demands, and its apparent role

in helping to stage the OWM. We need to wake up, and we need to protest a media that is

becoming alarmingly complicit in advancing this new world order of the Socialists.
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